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Week 6 - Texture Tutorial 

Introduction 

We‟re only going to look at the absolute basics of texturing and Adobe 
Photoshop.  Many people dedicate their entire career to this package so there is 
only so much we can look at in our short session. 
 
Note that I have absolutely zero drawing ability – so this tutorial assumes that 
none of the art work will be created from scratch.  It is mainly focused around 
photo manipulation.  This isn‟t really a problem as you‟ll find this is how the 
majority of high end textures are created in the games industry. 
 
If you have a hunt around online you‟ll find hundreds of excellent Photoshop 
tutorials and while it‟s not vital to understand this package in detail – it will give 
you a better understanding of the texture artist role. 
 
One of the better website collections can be found at: 
http://www.good-tutorials.com 

 
By the end of this week you should have all the textures you require for your 
game. 
 
Note: Next week you‟ll be doing some simple modelling.  Any textures you need 
for that you should locate now (keep the references) 

Task 1 - Photo Fun 

(Note that due to the limits of the numbers of digital cameras – not everyone will be 
able to begin Task 1 at the same time.  Tasks 5 and 6 can be performed independently 
of Task 1.  Failing this – just continue with your UnrealScript programming) 
 
For this exercise you‟ll to work in small groups of 2 or 3 and gain access to the 
digital cameras available around the room. 
  
For each member of the group you need to get a photograph of: 
 

- Yourself 
o Full-length front 
o Full-length rear 
o Face close up (front / both sides / rear) 

 
While it‟s not absolutely necessary, you should try to take the photos on a 
background of solid colour (e.g. white) – it may make the later exercises a 
little easier. 
 
You should include yourself in your game (think Hitchock‟s appearances in 
his films) either as a supporting character or just making a background 
appearance.  In later weeks, I‟ll show you how to include yourself as a 
game character. 

http://www.good-tutorials.com/
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- Environment (background) texture to use in your final game 
 

We‟re looking for a repeatable pattern – such as for a wall / floor texture.  
Ideally this should be shot straight on and without flash (although this can 
be corrected in Photoshop.)  You‟re fine to have a quick hunt around the 
university – but please limit yourself to 15 minutes per group so that 
everyone has the opportunity to complete this task during this session. 

 
Note: You may not share textures with anyone from the class (i.e. one texture 
each per person / not one per group).  It‟s probably advisable to take a few 
potential background images as not all will be suitable. 
 
Once you‟ve finished connect the camera up to the USB port and copy the files 
to your area.  Keep these photos safe.  We‟ll be using the background images 
today and the photos of yourself later in the module. 

Task 2 - Processing your background texture with Adobe 
Photoshop 

Follow the steps in tutorial “Creating Seamless Textures from Photographs” in 
order to convert your current background image into a seamless tile-able texture. 
 
Use the “Additional Helper” tutorial if you are new to Photoshop.  It also explains 
parts of it in a little bit more technical detail. 
 
By the end of these tutorials you should have an image suitable for conversion 
and use in an Unreal Level. 

Task 3 – Get this texture into your game 

Start by reading Riccard Linde Gamasutre article “Making Quality Game 
Textures”.  We touched on some of this briefly during the lecture but this will take 
you through this in greater detail.” 
 
For more information of Textures support in Unreal.  Refer to the Unreal 
Developer Network: 
 
http://udn.epicgames.com/Two/TextureSpecifications 

 
The Unreal Developer Network also has an excellent article which discusses the 
issues of DXTC (DirectX Texture Compression).  Although I‟d ignore the 
discussion of the Bright (palletised compression method) for now. 
 
http://udn.epicgames.com/Two/TextureComparison 

 
(Note you should have completed some of these steps in the magnifying glass 
tutorial – so this shouldn‟t be completely new to you.) 
 
 
 

http://udn.epicgames.com/Two/TextureSpecifications
http://udn.epicgames.com/Two/TextureComparison
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1. Convert your image into a .Targa 
 

You need to make sure your image is saved as a .Targa.  There are a few 
options but I expect you to use one of these: 

 24 bit (if there is no alpha)   Probably this format. 

 32 bit (with alpha) 
 
2. Check that this is approximately the correct size on disk 

 
On disk your image will take up 24 bits (or 3 bytes) per pixel:   
 
Total of 256*256*3 = 196608 bytes (plus a small header).   

 
You can check that this is correct by bringing up the properties for the file. 

 
3. Convert to a dds file   

 
The directdraw surface (dds) file is a storage method optimised for 
DirectX. 

 

We‟ll need to convert our .tga into a .dds using a conversion program.  

Included here is find dxt_tools.zip.  This will unarchive and run fine 

from C:\Temp\ 

 
I would suggest simply running it from the command line.  For example: 

 
nvdxt –file rock-finished.tga –dxt1c 

 

This takes the file rock-finished.tga and produces a dds file 

compressed using the dxt1 compression method. 
 
(You may be lucky and be able to get the Adobe Photoshop plugin 
working) 
 

4. Check the dds filesize is approximately right 
 
Calculate the size you expect this file to be – you might need to look up 
the storage size from the lecture notes.  Does this tally up with its actual 
filesize?  If not, is it larger or smaller than expected and can you explain 
why? 

 
If you need some help – try installing the DDS viewer 

(ddsview0663a.zip) into C:\Temp and open up your .dds file.  You 

might find the buttons  help to explain what is going on? 
 

I quite like this viewer as it also had an option to view the texture tiled 
(pretty handy to see just how successful your earlier Photoshop 
processing was.) 
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5. Create yourself a new texture package (.utx file) containing both your 

.tga and .dds files 

 
This can be achieved using UnrealEd.  Open up the Texture Browser from 
within UnrealEd. 
 
Select New and you‟ll be presented with a window similar to below.  
Choose a new  

 New name for the package (e.g. MyMod) 

 a new group (e.g. Walls)  

 a name for the material  

 Change the MaterialClass using the dropdown menu to 
Engine.Texture. 

 
Note: When you click new you‟ll be presented with the property screen for 
the material.  I actually found this a bit confusing.  So I closed the property 
window, used the import option to add the two files (targa and dds) and 
then deleted this blank texture that had been automatically created.  You 
should end up with something similar to below (but using your texture). 
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Make sure you save this utx file. 

 
Note: When you right click on the images you‟ll also see here the 
opportunity to convert the file to DXT1, DXT3 or DXT5 – this saves you 
the hassle of using an external program (as above) 

 
6. Compare the DXT1 with RGB8 texture in-game 
 

Now you have both your textures in the utx package you‟ll want to try and 
see the difference within the game.  Place on adjacent walls so you can 
see the difference between the quality of the two textures. 
 
Take a screenshot of this – comment on the quality.  Look at the size of 
the textures before and after compression. 
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Remember we can change how our texture is mapped onto our surface.  
This can be achieved by 
right clicking on the 
surface and bringing up 
the „surface properties‟ 
window.  You‟ll want to 
play with the U and V 
texture co-ordinate 
settings – these will make 
a lot more sense when you 
cover them in you Intro to 
3D Graphics module 
shortly. 

 

Task 4 – Get some more interesting textures into your level 

There are numerous places to find textures to place in your level.  Remember 
that for your assignment you must reference where every texture you used is 
from – otherwise you are passing off someone else‟s work as your own - 
plagiarism  

Task 5 – Create your level loading screen 

Now you‟ve seen a brief example of what is possible using Photoshop, you 
should have an idea of how you can improve your loading screen for your game. 
 
Follow through some of the example Photoshop tutorials and find a suitable 
effect that you can use for your loading screen. 
 
A good starting point is for Photoshop tutorials is: 
http://www.good-tutorials.com 

http://www.good-tutorials.com/
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Your loading screen must include: 

 Your name 

 Game Title 

 Uni Derby Logo (available on Blackboard) 
 

Task 6 - Update textures for your GUI. 

Now look at updating the textures for the GUI itself.   Same process as before – 
find textures from elsewhere, combine them in Photoshop using some the 
tutorials you find online. 
 
Remember you want to pick textures that will be appropriate for the setting of 
your game. 

Remaining Time 

I don‟t expect this tutorial to take the full 10 hours outside of the session – so you 
should be spending your remaining time working on the UnrealScript for your 
TotalConversion.   


